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Product Model HSD001

8 x 5.5 x 14 inches

4.4 lbs (2 kg)

AC 120V 60Hz

40 W

2L (68 oz) 

750ml/day (86°F, 80% RH)

41 – 122°F (5 – 50°C)

300 sq ft (28 sq m) 

Product size

Weight

Power Input

Power Consumption

Water Tank Capacity

Working Capacity

Working Temperature
Range

Coverage Area

SPECIFICATIONS

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

The Hathaspace Dehumidifier removes 750ml of moisture from your air every
24 hours, creating an optimal air environment. Being a Peltier (thermo-electric)
dehumidifier, the Hathaspace HSD001 functions by pulling in warm humid air
and running it across the front of a cold heat sink. As the air passes over the
cold surface, it condenses and the moisture is deposited into the reservoir,
while the dry air is recirculated back into the room. Unlike traditional
compressor or desiccant dehumidifiers, the HSD001 is portable, lightweight,
whisper-quiet, and energy efficient – making it ideal for removing unwanted
moisture in most small to mid-size rooms (up to 300 sq. ft.).  



 

PRODUCT DIAGRAM
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FEATURES

The pre-filter captures any large particles in the air before dehumidification,
preserving the life of your dehumidifier. Simultaneously, it helps to keep
your air even cleaner.

Pre-Filter 

Automatic shut-off initiates when the water reservoir is full or when the
reservoir is removed. When the reservoir is full or when the reservoir is
pulled out, the indicator will turn yellow, letting you know it’s time to
empty it. 

Auto Shut-Off 

The Hathaspace HSD001 has two modes: Sleep and High. Sleep mode
operates at a whisper-quiet level of 35 decibels. High mode maximizes
the dehumidification for when you need it most. 

Two Operation Modes

If you don’t want to worry about emptying the reservoir, simply connect
the included hose and put the other end somewhere where the water
could be drained or used (like a plant pot). Keep it running all of the time
without having to worry about checking in. Just make sure whatever it
leads to is large enough to cover the time you are away between check ins. 

Continuous Drainage 

Designed to work in temperatures ranging from 41 – 122°F (5 – 50°C),
the dehumidifier has an auto-defrost function, allowing for efficient
operation in cold temperatures, where other dehumidifiers can’t.

Auto-Defrost Function



OPERATION
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• Press Power once to enter Sleep mode. 
• Press Power twice to enter High mode. 
• Press Power a third time to turn off the unit. 

Basic Operation

MAINTENANCE

• Power off the unit and unplug prior to maintenance. 
• Wipe the air inlet side of the dehumidifier with a damp towel to remove
particulate buildup. 
• Clean the pre-filter every 2 months of operation by running under water
and/or using a soft compressed air can. 

• Leaving water in the reservoir for extended periods of time will result in a
buildup of mold, as with any still water. Empty the reservoir and clean it
regularly. 
• Do not use any abrasive, corrosive, or flammable cleaners (such as bleach
or alcohol) to clean any part of the machine.
• Do not drop any water into the machine when cleaning. 
• Use a soft toothbrush or cloth to remove any mold buildup.
• Completely wipe dry the reservoir with a paper towel frequently.

Cleaning the Reservoir

• When full, the reservoir indicator will turn yellow, and the unit will stop
running to keep from overflowing. 
• Power off and unplug the unit before emptying.
• Carefully remove the water reservoir.
• Press in on the cover buckles and remove the cover. 
• Pour out water. 
• Secure the cover buckles onto the reservoir. 
• Reinstall the reservoir by aligning the grooves in the unit with those in
the unit.
• Plug the unit back into the wall outlet. 
• Slide the reservoir into the unit fully until secured. The unit’s light indicator
will suggest it is installed properly if it turns back on. 

Pouring Out Water
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PRECAUTIONS

TROUBLESHOOTING

• To avoid electric shock and fire, do not allow water, liquid or any
flammable detergent to enter the internal structure of dehumidifier. 
• Do not spray perfume or other flammable sprays around the dehumidifier. 

Situation Reasons for the issue

Unit is not plugged in.

Reservoir is full.

Pre-filter is full of debris.

Use in proper temperature range.

Humidity is not high enough to draw moisture. 

Debris stuck in fan our air outlet – use compressed air
can to clean. 

Machine is not on a flat surface. 

Not working

Poor dehumidification/
Not collecting water

Noise from unit

Danger

Safety Warning
• Do not block the inlet and outlet, do not place objects on or in front of the 
outlet. Leave at least 30cm of space on the back and sides of the product, and at 
least 50cm of space above the product when using.
• This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with 
reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowl-
edge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the 
appliance by a person responsible for their safety.
• Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.
• Before connecting the power supply, please check whether the voltage of the 
product is consistent with the local power supply voltage. 
• If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, its 
service agent or similarly qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard.
• Ensure that no foreign substances or liquids enter the product through
the air inlet. 



Questions or Comments?
Team@hathaspace.com

800-446-0535




